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Parakeet taking a break in our Year 2 garden
You won’t have failed to notice the recent increase of parakeets in our area. They are obviously not
indigenous but seem to thrive here and are quite successful in adapting to new areas. But what does
that mean for the local birds? Do they eat the same food or nest in the same trees?
Every week or fortnight our children are posed questions through Philosophy for Children, this
develops critical, creative, collaborative and caring thinking across our whole school. P4C supports
social and emotional health and well-being, oracy, attainment and more.
The parakeet image can lead to a lot fact finding and discussion such as: What makes a successful
species? Is a successful species one that has lasted the longest unchanged, or that has evolved the most, or that has made most
intellectual strides, or is the most numerous? Or does a successful species have to be able to live in balance with others? This may
feel quite a cerebral discussion to be having with children, but their general knowledge of animals will play a big role in informing
their opinions. If they are struggling to grasp the question, we can scaffold things with questions like these: Is a successful species
one that has lasted the longest unchanged, or that has evolved the most, or that has made most intellectual strides, or is the most
numerous? Or does a successful species have to be able to live in balance with others? Is the most successful species one that can
speak? Or, as mere whippersnappers at perhaps 200,000 years old, is it too soon to judge our place in the hall of fame?
Further viewpoints can be found in these short and interesting articles: https://blog.rsb.org.uk/measuring-species-success/ and
http://wonderopolis.org/wonder/what-is-the-oldest-species-living-today
Let pupils apply their thinking to design the most ‘successful’ animal or species possible. It will be interesting to see how their own
definitions of success inform what they create. (Developed from www.thephilosophyman.com ).
Mr Jan M Bless - Headteacher
Our Value this week was INSPIRATION
The following pupils modelled the value this week:
Jack 1H, Jacob 1K, Sengul 1T, Temple 2A,
Neda 2L, Bella 2T, Mia 3F, Yasmine 3G,
Ibrahim 3W, Tia 4F, Alaa 4H, Taylan 4R, Bejna 5G,
Zahra 5K, Sienna 5T, Sariah 6B, Zipporah 6T,
Beverley 6TH

Attendance this week
1H 87.86%
1K 94.14%
1T 85.71%

2A 91.85%
3F 88.80%
4F 95.79%
5G 91.20%
2L 91.11%
3G 95.86%
4H 96.72%
5K 94.89%
2T 90.16%
3W 96.12%
4R 90.40%
5T 98.18%
Well done to 1K and 5T for best attendance this week.
Overall attendance since the start of the school year: 91.93%

6B 95.07%
6T 95.36%
6Th 91.72%

linked to our learning that we have read in classes this week

Half term Holiday club
Booking link: Https://sport4kids.biz/camp-venues/southgate-activity-camp. Get 10% off for being ETSP school.

Special discount
for our school !
Voucher code:

ETSP
for 10% off

